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INTRODUCTION
PROJECT LOCATION
The project is located in Cottage Grove and Grey Cloud Island Township, Washington County,
Minnesota. The project area includes land to the northeast of Grey Cloud Island, ending at Highway 61.
See Table 1 f or section, township, and range location (Figure 1).
Table 1: Section, Township, and Range
Section
20, 21, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31N

Township
27

Range
21W

The pref erred alternative alignment routes included or considered in this environmental screening are
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Washington County 2040 Comprehensive Plan identifies an east-west connection between Lower
Grey Cloud Island and the CSAH 19 interchange at US Highway 61 as an opportunity for improved
connectivity. Washington County is anticipating significant growth in this area in the coming decades and,
in order to accommodate this growth, needs to develop an arterial roadway network for travel in the area.

PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project is to accommodate safe and affordable travel in the study area.
The goals of the project are to:
• Identif y a preferred roadway alignment and permanent right of way needs
• Develop an implementation plan for improvements identified in the study which prioritizes shortterm improvements, estimates planning level costs, and identifies potential funding sources.
• Maintain the long-term transportation goals of Washington County, MnDOT, the City of Cottage
Grove, the City of St. Paul Park, and Grey Cloud Island Township.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE CATEGORIES
Existing conditions were inventoried using available desktop data sources within the study area. The
study area is bounded by TH 61 to the north, CSAH 19 to the east, the Mississippi River/Grey Cloud
Island to the south, and Grey Cloud Channel to the west (see Figure 1). The potential impacts were
def ined using 180-foot wide right-of-way consistent with Washington County’s typical section for a 4-lane
divided arterial roadway, applied to roadway segments N, F, H, C, and M, developed during alternatives
evaluations (see Figures 2 and 3). For a summary of potential impacts to each environmental resource
category, see Attachment A – Environmental Screening Table.
The results of the environmental screening are described in the following sections.
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GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND TOPOGRAPHY
According to the Geological Atlas of Washington County (Minnesota Geological Survey, 2016)1, bedrock
in the area consists of Prairie Du Chien Group, Jordan Sandstone, and St. Lawrence and Franconia
Formations. According to the Minnesota Geological Survey, no sinkholes exist within or adjacent to the
pref erred routes. In the study area, the depth to bedrock generally ranges from 1 to 200 feet.
The Geological Atlas of Washington County’s Sensitivity of Ground-Water Systems to Pollution map2
shows that the entire study area is in a region classified as “high” for groundwater contamination
susceptibility. This means that contaminants may reach the system in a matter of weeks to years.
According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey, the most prevalent
soil types include Sparta loamy sand (0 to 2 percent slopes) and Sparta loamy sand (2 to 6 percent
slopes). The NRCS Web Soil Survey farmland classification data indicates that there are prime and
unique f armlands and farmlands of statewide importance within the area. According to the USDA Web
Soil Survey, no hydric soils are mapped within the preferred alternatives.

WATER RESOURCES
Water resources within the study area include DNR waters, wetlands, FEMA floodplains, wells, drinking
water supply management areas, and wellhead protection areas.
The DNR Public Waters Inventory (PWI) map was reviewed, and two DNR public water basins (the
backwater channel of the Mississippi River and an unnamed wetland) were identified within the study
area, with segments F and N crossing the same two public water basins. One unnamed DNR stream was
identified within the study area, with segment M crossing the same unnamed DNR stream (see Figure 3).
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) mapping identified multiple wetlands within the study area. The amount
of wetland impact will vary depending on the final alignment and the avoidance and minimization
measures implemented. The potential impacts affect nine wetlands within segments C, F, M, and N, and
the alignment impacts range between 7.1 and 8.4 acres based on the 180-foot wide corridor (see Figure
3). Design refinements should be considered to minimize wetland and DNR waters impacts.
The Mississippi River is the only resource within the study area on the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency’s (MPCA) list of 303d Impaired Waters. The Mississippi River has an approved total maximum
daily load (TMDL) of mercury in fish tissue (HG-F), mercury in water column (HG-W), and total suspended
solids (TSS), along with additional impairments such as Aluminum, fecal coliform, nutrients,
Polychlorinated biphenyls in fish tissue (PCB-F), Perfluorooctane sulfonate in fish tissue (PFOS-F), and
Perf luorooctane sulfonate (PFOS-W). Since the project has the potential to increase TMDL of total
suspended solids within the Mississippi River, erosion control mitigation measures may need to be
considered to avoid any further impairment to the resource.
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
f or Washington County, segments F, M, and N sit within the 100-year floodplain (see Figure 2).
Floodplain impacts will need to be considered in the channel crossing design to minimize potential
impacts.

1

Can be found at
https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/178852/pl2_bg.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y
2 Can be found at https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=399fe851050c499f91ca7bebbf647e04
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According to information obtained from the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) County Well Index,
multiple wells exist within the study area, two of which have the potential to be impacted by segment N
(see Figure 3). These wells, if impacted, may need to be relocated and existing wells sealed per MDH
standards.
All but one segment (M) is located within the Cottage Grove Drinking Water Supply Management Area.
Cottage Grove wellhead protection area intersects segment C (see Figure 1). Potential contaminants like
f uel, oils, construction chemicals must not be stored in management areas during construction.

CONTAM INATION AND HAZARDOUS M ATERIALS
According to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA) What’s In My Neighborhood database3,
multiple sites exist within the study area. One potentially contaminated site exists adjacent to segment N,
with another located within the segment; however, both of these sites are either listed as inactive or as
very small quantity generators (see Figure 3).

RECREATIONAL LANDS
One Scientific Natural Area (SNA), Grey Cloud Dunes, is located within the study area. Segments F and
D intersect the northern edge of the SNA and will need to be realigned to avoid the site owned by the
State of Minnesota (see Figure 3).
Mississippi Dunes Golf Links and Clubhouse was located off of Grey Cloud Trail S but is no longer in
operation. This area is planned for future redevelopment.
Grey Cloud Island Regional Park is located at the southeastern edge of Lower Grey Cloud Island. The
bridges and segments would avoid the Park.

FISH, WILDLIFE, PLANT COM M UNITIES, AND SENSITIVE ECOLOGICAL
RESOURCES
Ten sites of biodiversity significance exist within the study area. Two of those sites exist within segments
F and N. One site is identified as having low biodiversity significance and one is high (see Figure 3). Sites
ranked as low may include areas of conservation value at the local level, but don’t meet Minnesota
Biological Survey (MBS) standards. Sites ranked as high contain very good quality occurrences of the
rarest species, high-quality examples of rare native plant communities, and/or important functional
landscapes.
Twelve Regionally Significant Ecological Areas (RSEA) are located within the study area. Two of those
areas exist within segment N (see Figure 3). The sites received a score of “1”, meaning it is smaller in
size than higher ranked sites, may have less diversity of vegetation cover types, may have more adjacent
cover types or land uses that could adversely affect the area, or may be an isolated plant community
mapped and given a score of moderate biodiversity significance by the MCBS. 4

3

Found at https://mpca.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=9d45793c75644e05bac197525f633f87
DNR map of Regionally Significant Terrestrial and Wetland Ecological Areas. Available at
http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/assistance/nrplanning/bigpicture/rsea/map.pdf.
4
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
A Cultural Resources Sensitivity Study was completed by Commonwealth Heritage Group in 2019, see
Attachment B. The study examined the Minnesota State Preservation Office’s (SHPO) Minnesota
Archaeological Sites Database (MASD), LiDAR imagery, historical and modern plat maps and aerial
photographs, previous Stantec research, and research by local historians. A total of 41 above ground
architectural/historic or other historic resources, two areas not reported as sites but where burial mounds
may exist, and three other possible sites are located within the study area.
One archaeological site (21WAe) and five above ground architectural sites (Grey Cloud Island Drive
Fill/Trail Causeway, Bridge L8159, Herb Fritz house, bridge #90738, and the Alfveby house) have been
identified in the Cultural Resources Sensitivity Study within corridor segments F, N, and C (see Figure 2).
None of these archaeological or architectural sites are listed as Nationally Registered Historic Places
(NRHP). In addition, a field check on March 24, 2020 confirmed the Alfveby house is no longer present.
The cultural resource study recommends the project avoid Grey Cloud Lime Kiln and an archaeological
site (21WA0001) at the southeast end of Lower Grey Cloud Island. These sites should not be impacted
by any project segments. The study also recommends field checks in the vicinity of the LiDAR anomalies
at the north edge of Lower Grey Cloud island for possible burial mounds.

CONCLUSION
In summary, the environmental screening indicates that some segments have less impact to natural
resource categories than other segments. It is recommended that the project should avoid archaeological
site 21WA0001 and the Grey Cloud Lime Kiln architectural site, and that field checks for burial mounds
may be necessary at the LiDAR anomalies at the north edge of Lower Grey Cloud Island. Overall,
impacts to natural resources will need to be compared as segments are refined and/or eliminated.
Additional analysis is recommended to determine the best crossing location to Grey Cloud Island with
least impacts to cultural, water, and floodplain resources.
Environmental documentation of natural resource impacts and mitigation measures is expected. The new
road alignment exceeds 2 miles of roadway in a new location, resulting in the requirement to prepare an
EAW.
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Figure 3. Environmental Resources
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ATTACHMENTS

Environmental Screening Table

Potential impacts are quantified in acres, unless noted otherwise.

Resource Category
Geology, Soils, and
Topography

Water Resources

Data Source
Prime or Unique
Farmlands/Farmland
of Statewide
Importance
Wellhead Protection
Area
Cottage Grove
Drinking Water
Supply Management
Area (High
Vulnerability)
MN DNR
Groundwater
Susceptibility (High
Susceptibility)

C

F

M
3.9 acres

N
6.5 acres

DNR Public Water
Basins
DNR Public Water
Streams
Watershed

Contamination and
Hazardous Materials

Floodplains (100year)
MPCA What’s in My
Neighborhood Sites

7.8 acres

8.2 acres

25.5 acres

7.2 acres

3 acres

8 acres

All within the same groundwater susceptibility area

MN Well Index
NWI

H

0.3 acres

6.3 acres

1.8 acres

4.8 acres

0.3 acres

• 107009
• 463340
5 acres
4.3 acres

Unnamed stream
crossing
South Washington Watershed District
6 acres

2.3 acres

5.5 acres
Hazardous Waste
Site #20796

Attachment A-1

Resource Category

Data Source

Fish, Wildlife, Plant
Communities, and
Sensitive Ecological
Resources

MBS Sites of
Biodiversity
Significance
Regionally Significant
Ecological Area
Previously Identified
Archaeological and
Cemetery/Burial Sites
within Segments
Above-Ground
Architectural/Historic
Resources within
Segments

Cultural Resources

Sites Within 100-feet
of Segments
Burlington Northern
Railroad

Railroad Crossings
SOO Line Railroad

C

F

M
4.6 acres

N

H
0.1 acres
0.6 acres

280 square feet
(21WAe)

Alfveby House
• Loiland Barn
• Caminati
House
Crossing at 103 rd
St

• Bridge #90738
• Herb Fritz
House

Homestead/Hotel

• LiDAR
Anomaly Sites
• Lime Kiln Sites
Crossing through
closed golf course
Crossing near
100 th St S and
Miller Rd

Attachment A-2

Attachment B
WISCONSIN OFFICE
8669 North Deerwood Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53209
P: (414) 446‐4121 | F: (414) 446‐4325

January 13, 2020
W-1623/WR-1668
Beth Kunkel
Kimley-Horn and Associates
767 Eustis Street, Suite 100
St. Paul, MN 55114
RE:

Cultural Resources Sensitivity Study
East-West Local Roads Project
Washington County, Minnesota

Dear Ms. Kunkel,
Washington County, Minnesota is undertaking the East-West Local Roads Project (Project) corridor study in
the City of Cottage Grove, Washington County, Minnesota. The study area for the Project encompasses
approximately 9 square miles (5760 acres [2331 hectares]) in the city, adjacent to the east bank of the
Mississippi River. This location is approximately 6 miles (10 kilometers) upstream from the mouth of the St.
Croix River. The study area extends from the river to US Highway 10/61 in the north, and from Grey Cloud
Channel in the west to Keats Avenue in the east. Lower Grey Cloud Island, within the Mississippi River, is
included in the study area.
Commonwealth Heritage Group, Inc. (Commonwealth) has completed a high-level cultural resource review
for the Project. This review was conducted at the request of Kimley-Horn and Associates (Kimley-Horn) to
provide a characterization of the cultural resource base of the proposed Project area and to identify potential
historic properties within the study area. The review was conducted to ensure compliance with applicable
state and federal historic preservation laws.
The sensitivity of the Project study area was assessed through a review of published literature and records
maintained by the Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and Office of the State
Archaeologist (OSA). Commonwealth reviewed site file and survey documentation from the OSA’s
Minnesota Archaeological Sites Database (MASD)for previously identified archaeological and
cemetery/burial sites and above-ground architectural/historic resources within the Project study area. In
addition to the OSA records review, the national and state registers of historic places, literature on previous
cultural resource investigations, research by local historian John Burbank, historical land ownership plats,
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) imagery, historic and modern aerial imagery, and other historical
maps were reviewed to establish a sense of the historic settlement pattern and potential historic archaeology
site locations.
Commonwealth's high-level cultural resource review identified several cultural resources within the Project
study area, including: seven archaeological and burial sites (one listed in the National Register of Historic
Places [NRHP]); 43 above-ground architectural/historic or other historic resources (one listed in the NRHP);
two areas of potential burial mounds; and three additional potential archaeological site locations (Figures 1–
5).
OTHER LOCATIONS
Alexandria, VA (703) 354‐9737
Columbus, OH (614) 549‐6190
Littleton, MA (978) 793‐2579
Ogden, UT (801) 394‐0013
Tarboro, NC (252) 641‐1444
Dexter, MI (517) 788‐3550
Traverse City, MI (517) 262‐3376
West Chester, PA (610) 436‐9000
commonwealthheritagegroup.com
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Reported Archaeological and Burial Sites
The MASD lists seven previously reported archaeological and burial sites within the Project study area
(Table 1, Figure 1). These include a NRHP-listed archaeological district with mounds and a habitation site
(21WA0001), two mound groups (21WA0008, 21WA0009), a pre-Contact lithic scatter (21WA0110), a preContact isolated find (21WAe), the ruins of a post- Contact farmstead (21WA0055), and a post-Contact
artifact scatter (21WA0048). No post-Contact cemeteries are known within the study area, but three of the
pre-Contact sites are reported to have burial mounds.
Table 1. MASD Previously Reported Archaeological and Burial Sites in the Project Area
Site
Cultural
Number
Site Name
Site Type
Affiliation
NRHP Status
Mound Group,
Pre-Contact
Listed (#78001569)
21WA0001
Schilling Archaeological
Habitation Site
District
21WA0008
Curry
Mound Group
Pre-Contact
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
21WA0009
Grey Cloud Mounds
Mound Group
Pre-Contact
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
21WA0048
Grey Cloud Townsite
Artifact Scatter
Post-Contact
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
21WA0055
Rick Lewis
Structural Ruin
Post-Contact
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
21WA0110
Nelson Mine West
Lithic Scatter
Pre-Contact
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
21WAe
(unnamed)
Isolated Find
Pre-Contact
Not listed,
evaluation unknown

21WA0001 (Schilling Archaeological District)
The Schilling Archaeological District is a Middle/Late Woodland and Oneota habitation site with associated
mounds. It is listed in the National Register of Historic Places (#78001569). The site occupies the downstream
point of Lower Grey Cloud Island (Figure 1). The MASD reports 35 mound features at the site. Reported
artifacts include Onamia and Oneota ceramics, stemmed projectile points, ground stone tools, debitage, and
bone tools. According to the MASD, a portion of the site was subjected to a Phase III mitigation project.
Commonwealth’s examination of LiDAR imagery identified 21 anomalies in the site area (Figure 5c),
suggesting that some of the mounds may still be extant.
21WA0008 (Curry)
Curry is a mound site along the Mississippi River bluff edge, reported in the MASD to have had 24 mounds.
No other information is provided in the site file. The site location has been affected by residential development
and houses now line the top of the bluff (Figure 4d). The area was not yet developed as of 1957, but agriculture
had affected the bluff top prior to the construction of houses, the earliest of which are visible in the 1967 aerial
photograph (Figures 11d, 12d, 13d). At least 21 anomalies are visible on LiDAR imagery within the site
boundary (Figure 5b), however very few have the appearance of mounds. A field check would be necessary to
determine if the above-ground portions of any mounds survive, although it is unlikely many do. Even if most
mounds were flattened, it is possible human burials remain at the site.
21WA0009 (Grey Cloud Mounds)
Grey Cloud Mounds is a Middle/Late Woodland and Oneota mound site on the south shore of Lower Grey
Cloud Island (Figure 1). The MASD reports that 48 mounds were initially identified at the site and Onamia and
Oneota ceramics were recovered. Debitage was also identified at the site. Site 21WA0009 has been subject to
Phase I survey and Phase III mitigation. No other information about the site is listed in the MASD. The
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Commonwealth examination of LiDAR imagery identified 17 anomalies, suggesting that a small portion of the
mound group may remain (Figure 5a).
21WA0048 (Grey Cloud Townsite)
The Grey Cloud Townsite is a post-Contact artifact scatter of miscellaneous post-Contact artifacts. The site
was subjected to a Phase III mitigation project. No other information is available in the MASD. The
northeastern portion of the site has been destroyed by gravel mining and is now a flooded depression that
occupies much of the center of the island (Figure 4g). Ten LiDAR anomalies are visible within the site
boundary, although it is uncertain what they represent (Figure 5d).
21WA0055 (Rick Lewis)
The Rick Lewis site is a post-Contact homestead near the east bank of the Mississippi River, north of the
railroad tracks (Figures 1 and 4d). Remnants of the structure are still extant. The site has been subject to a
Phase I archaeological survey. Three LiDAR anomalies are visible within and adjacent to the site, but it is not
known what they may represent (Figure 5f).
21WA0110 (Nelson Mine West)
The Nelson Mine West site is a pre-Contact habitation site on the south shore of Lower Grey Cloud Island
(Figure 1). It was identified by the presence of a lithic scatter. According to the MASD, recovered artifacts
include fire-cracked rock, ground stone tools, and debitage. The site was subjected to a Phase I archaeological
survey and Phase II evaluation. No LiDAR anomalies are discernable at the site location (Figure 5e), but six
anomalies are visible to the east. One of these is within the large gravel pit that dominates the center of the
island, but four of the others could represent a hitherto unreported mound group. A field check would be
necessary to determine if the LiDAR anomalies are likely to be mounds. These anomalies may be the mound
site reported by John Burbank in this general area (see below).
21WAe (unnamed)
Site 21WAe is the recovery location of a single isolated piece of lithic debitage on Lower Grey Cloud Island
(Figure 1). No other information about the site is available in the MASD. The recorded site boundaries
encompass a broad area, indicating the find spot of the piece of debitage is not precisely known. The site
boundary overlaps the island’s large gravel pit and a road (Figure 4f), indicating a portion of this area is
heavily disturbed. Two LiDAR anomalies are visible within the site boundary (Figure 5h), but they do not
appear to be mounds and their nature is unknown.
Above-Ground Architectural/Historic Resources and Other Historic Resources
The MASD reports 43 above-ground architectural/historic resources or other historic resources within the
study area. These include 19 houses or farmsteads, nine transportation features, three industrial sites, two town
or village sites, a church (now demolished), a school, and eight other sites (Table 2, Figure 2). The precise
location of 34 of these resources is known. This includes Lower Grey Cloud Island, which is recorded as a
historic resource in its entirety. Only approximate locations have been determined for eight resources. This
includes resources that are visible on historic aerial imagery, but cover relatively wide areas, such as the J. L.
Shiely Co. Nelson Plant (WA-CGC-234) and the Glendenning Farm Windbreaks (WA-CGC-217). Some of
these resources can only be located approximately as no corroborating evidence exists in the historical maps
and imagery examined. These include the Grey Cloud Townsite (WA-CGC-204) and the St. Paul and Pt.
Douglas Territorial Road (WA-CGC-226). As the church (WA-CGC-020) has been demolished, it is not
included on Figure 2.
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Table 2. MASD Previously Reported Above-Ground Architectural/Historic Resources in the Project Area
Resource
Reliability of
Address
Number
Resource Name
Location
(if Applicable)
NRHP Status
WA-CGC-018
Grey Cloud Lime Kiln
Location known
10398 Grey Cloud Trail
Listed (#78001568)
(10746 Keats Ave. S.)

Herb Fritz House

Approximate
location only
Demolished, not
included on
map
Location known

WA-CGC-042

Hazel Halberg House

Location known

9564 Islay Ave. S.

WA-CGC-049

Location known

10870 Grey Cloud Dr.

WA-CGC-050

School District No. 48,
Grey Cloud
Schoolhouse
Glendenning Farmstead

Location known

WA-CGC-057

Jeremiah Daly House

Location known

9484–9486 Glendenning
Rd.
10971 Grey Cloud Trail

WA-CGC-067

Location known

8268 110th St. S.

WA-CGC-079

William Smallidge
House
Schilling House

Location known

12075 Grey Cloud Trail

WA-CGC-094

Loiland Barn

Location known

8167 100th St. S.

WA-CGC-095

Alfveby House

Location known

8515 100th St. S.

WA-CGC-096

Caminati House

Location known

8517 100th St. S.

WA-CGC-097

House

Location known

7979 110th St. S.

WA-CGC-098

Old Public Works
Building
Dammer House

Location known

9550 Islay Ave. S.

Location known

9790 Grey Cloud Trail

Location known

9962 Grey Cloud Trail

WA-CGC-102

Anthony Fritz
Farmstead
Caldwell Farmstead

Location known

9988 Grey Cloud Trail

WA-CGC-103

Matczynski House

10300 Grey Cloud Trail

WA-CGC-105
WA-CGC-107

River Beacon
Farmstead
Redmond House

Approximate
location only
Location known

WA-CGC-108

WA-CGC-019

3M Chemolite Plant

WA-CGC-020

Langdon Methodist
Church

WA-CGC-034

WA-CGC-100
WA-CGC-101

9513 Islay Ave. S.

10301 Grey Cloud Trail

Location known

(Lower Grey Cloud
Island)
9501 Islay Ave. S.

Halberg-Kaiser House

Location known

9567 Islay Ave. S.

WA-CGC-109

Moritz House

Location known

9587 Islay Ave. S.

WA-CGC-161

Bridge

Location known

N/A (Grey Cloud Island
Drive S. over Mooers
Lake)

Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
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Table 2 (cont). MASD Previously Reported Above-Ground Architectural/Historic Resources in the Project Area
Resource
Resource Name
Reliability of
Address
NRHP Status
Number
Location
(if Applicable)
Location known
9451 Grey Cloud Trail
Not listed,
WA-CGC-163
Frank Tibbets
evaluation unknown
Farmstead
WA-CGC-172
Pete Tibbets Barn
Location known
6500 103rd St. S.
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
WA-CGC-173
Farm Buildings
Location known
7624 110th St. S.
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
WA-CGC-174
Smallidge Farmstead
Location known
10051 Miller Rd.
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
Location known
(Lower Grey Cloud
Not listed,
WA-CGC-182
Joseph R. Brown
Island)
evaluation unknown
Trading Post Site
(Lower Grey Cloud
Not listed,
WA-CGC-204
Grey Cloud Townsite
Approximate
Island)
evaluation unknown
location only
Location known
N/A (This is the entire
Not listed,
WA-CGC-205
Lower Grey Cloud
island)
evaluation unknown
Island
Location known
N/A (currently a BNSF
Not listed,
WA-CGC-212
Chicago Burlington &
Railway line)
evaluation unknown
Quincy Railroad Line
WA-CGC-214
Glacial River Channel
Location known
N/A
Not listed,
evaluation unknown
WA-CGC-216
Langdon Village
Location known
(Vicinity of Islay Ave. S.
Not listed,
and 96th St. S., on historic
evaluation unknown
plats)
(North of 100th St. S.)
WA-CGC-217
Glendenning Farm
Approximate
Not listed,
Windbreaks
location only
evaluation unknown
WA-CGC-222
Bridge L8159
Location known
N/A (Grey Cloud Trail S.
Not listed,
over Mooers Lake)
evaluation unknown
Not listed,
WA-CGC-223
Bridge No. 90738
Location known
N/A (Railroad bridge over
evaluation unknown
103rd St. S.)
(Vicinity of Glendenning
Not listed,
WA-CGC-226
St. Paul and Pt. Douglas
Approximate
Rd.)
evaluation unknown
Territorial Road
location only
Approximate
N/A (Lower Grey Cloud
Not listed,
WA-CGC-234
J. L. Shiely Co. Nelson
location only
Island)
evaluation unknown
Plant
WA-CGC-237
Bridge 9071
Location known
N/A (Keats Ave. S. over
Not listed,
USH 10/61)
evaluation unknown
(Grey Cloud Trail S.)
Not listed,
WA-GCI-002
Grey Cloud Island
Approximate
evaluation unknown
Drive Fill
location only
Approximate
(Grey Cloud Trail S.)
Not listed,
WA-GCI-003
Grey Cloud Trail
location only
evaluation unknown
Causeway
Location
N/A (modern alignment
Not listed,
XX-ROD-009
Trunk Hwy 61 known
of USH 10/61)
evaluation unknown
Hastings to Wyoming

Industrial resources within the Project study area include the Grey Cloud Lime Kiln, discussed below.
Transportation features include four bridges, a railroad line, a highway, a causeway, road fill, and an old
territorial road. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad line (WA-CGC-212) remains extant, currently
as a BNSF Railway line. The rail grade partially follows the base of the Mississippi River bluff (Figure 2). The
highway, Trunk Hwy 61 (XX-ROD-009), is coincident with the current route of US Highway 10/61.
Miscellaneous historic resources include a trading post, an old public works building, three farm building sites,
a series of agricultural windbreaks, Lower Grey Cloud Island itself, and a former glacial river channel. The
glacial river channel (WA-CGC-214) remains as a topographic feature, cutting across the eastern half of the
study area and joining the Mississippi River near the Cottage Grove Wastewater Treatment Plant (Figure 2).
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Some of the above mentioned resources appear on historic plat maps from 1909–1956 (Figures 6–10) (Hudson
Map Company 1938; Northwest Publishing Company 1901; Thomas O. Nelson Company 1956; W. W. Hixson
and Company 1916; Webb Publishing Company 1912) and aerial photography from the late 1930s through
mid-1960s (Figures 11–13). Features present on most of these records include Grey Cloud Schoolhouse (WACGC-049), the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Line (WA-CGC-212), and the bridges over Mooers
Lake (WA-CGC-161, WA-CGC-222).
There are 26 historic resources that represent distinct structures or groups of structures, such as houses or
farmsteads, within the Project study area. Fifteen of these resources are seen on the 1936–1937 aerial
photographs; all 26 of these resources are seen on the later 1957 and 1964 aerial photographs. Most of these
structures are not depicted on the historic plat maps examined. Those resources that correspond to a structure
indicated on at least one plat map include the Herb Fritz House (WA-CGC-034), Jeremiah Daly House (WACGC-057), Alfveby House (WA-CGC-095), and Caminati House (WA-CGC-096). The names of the other
resources corresponding to a structure do not match the owners indicated on the 1901–1956 plat maps. Some
resource names do match the name of a past owner indicated on the plat maps, but the structures themselves
are not depicted on the maps. These include the Schilling House (WA-CGC-079), William Smallidge House
(WA-CGC-067), Smallidge Farmstead (WA-CGC-174), Frank Tibbets Farmstead (WA-CGC-163), Anthony
Fritz Farmstead (WA-CGC-101), and Glendenning Farmstead (WA-CGC-050). Langdon Village appears on
all plat maps examined. Individual structures in the village are not depicted on the plat maps but are apparent
on the aerial photographs. The village was platted in 1871 along the Chicago Milwaukee St. Paul Railroad line
(now Canadian Pacific) near what is now US Highway 10/61 (Washington County Historical Society 2020).
The village is now part of the City of Cottage Grove.
Grey Cloud Lime Kiln (WA-CGC-018)
The Grey Cloud Lime Kiln is a historic structure listed in the NRHP (#78001568). It is located on a limestone
outcrop on the east bank of Grey Cloud Channel at 10398 Grey Cloud Trail (Figure 2). The kiln structure
consists of rough-cut, dry-laid limestone blocks with bricks in the interior (Spaeth and Frame 1978). It once
stood at least 35 feet (10.7 meters) high, but largely collapsed in 2014 due to heavy rains. The kiln was
probably built ca. 1840s–1850s and is known to have been in use in the late nineteenth century until
approximately 1900. It was added to the NRHP in 1978. Thus far, the landmark status of the kiln has been
maintained, despite collapse of much of the structure. The kiln is visible on historic aerial photographs
(Figures 11e, 12e, 13e) but is not marked on the 1901 or later plat maps (Figures 6a, 7a, 8a, 9a, 10a) (Hudson
Map Company 1938; Northwest Publishing Company 1901; Thomas O. Nelson Company 1956; W. W. Hixson
and Company 1916; Webb Publishing Company 1912) or on U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic
maps (e.g. USGS 1950).
John Burbank Sites
Local historian John Burbank has noted additional locations of potential historic properties within the study
area (Table 3, Figure 3). Other than location and site type, little information is known about these sites.
Attempts to contact Mr. Burbank for further information remain underway.
Two sites reported by Mr. Burbank are above-ground architectural/historic resources: a homestead that was
also a hotel and a building that was once a school and a town hall. Neither of these site descriptions correspond
to properties in the Project study area listed in the MASD (Table 2), but there are reported historic resources in
the vicinity of both sites (Figures 2 and 3). Based on the location of the homestead and hotel reported by Mr.
Burbank, this site may refer to the Herb Fritz House (WA-CGC-034) on the southeast corner of 103rd Street
South and Grey Cloud Trail South. Based on the location of the school/town hall reported by Mr. Burbank, this
site is most likely the Old Langdon School in the former Village of Langdon. Although closed, the school
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Table 3. John Burbank-Reported Sites in the Project Area
Site
Description
Notes
1
Homestead that was once
Does not correspond to a historic property description in MASD records,
but historic resources are reported in this area (e.g. WA-CGC-034)
a hotel
2
Possible lime kiln
Likely represents Grey Cloud Lime Kiln (WA-CGC-018)
3

Site with mounds

Does not correspond to a MASD record, LiDAR anomalies present

4

Site with mounds

Does not correspond to a MASD record, LiDAR anomalies present

5

Site with mounds

Does not correspond to a MASD record, LiDAR anomalies present

6

Site with mounds

7

Site with mounds

Proximal to site 21WA0110, likely represents either site 21WA0110 or
possible mound group to the east where LiDAR anomalies are present
Coincident with site 21WA0001, likely represents that site

8

Unknown

Does not correspond to a MASD record

9

“Hobo camp”

Does not correspond to a MASD record

10

Old school/1881 town hall

11

Unknown

Does not correspond to a historic property description in MASD records,
but an old school building does stand at this location
Does not correspond to a MASD record

building still stands on the southeast corner of 96th Street South and Isleton Avenue South. The Old Langdon
School is not recorded as a historic resource in the MASD.
One site reported by Mr. Burbank is a possible lime kiln located in the general vicinity of Grey Cloud Lime
Kiln (WA-CGC-018), a prominent feature along Grey Cloud Channel prior to its collapse (Figure 2). The kiln
location as reported by Mr. Burbank does not correspond exactly to the location of Grey Cloud Lime Kiln, but
it is likely that he identified the same site.
An archaeological site with mounds reported by Mr. Burbank is mapped within the MASD-reported boundary
of site 21WA0001, at the downstream point of Lower Grey Cloud Island (Figures 1 and 3). It is likely the site
reported by Mr. Burbank at this location is a part of site 21WA0001. Mr. Burbank identified another site with
mounds on the south shore of Lower Grey Cloud Island approximately between sites 21WA0048 and
21WA0110. It is possible the sit identified by Mr. Burbank corresponds to site 21WA0110, a pre-Contact
habitation site without reported mounds, or to a series of LiDAR anomalies to the east (Figure 5e). A field
check would be necessary to determine if the LiDAR anomalies east of site 21WA0110 are likely to be
mounds.
Three (or possibly four) sites with mounds are reported by Mr. Burbank on the north side of Lower Grey
Cloud Island, near Grey Cloud Trail South and Grey Cloud Island Drive South (Figure 3). Commonwealth’s
review of LiDAR imagery identified 11 possible conical mounds arranged in two or three linear groups in the
general vicinity of these reported sites, close to the northern shore of the island (Figure 5g). Several other
LiDAR features were identified to the west. No sites are recorded in the MASD in this area. This portion of the
island appears to be relatively undisturbed (Figure 4f) and extant mounds may be present. A field check would
be necessary to determine if the LiDAR anomalies are likely to be mounds.
Mr. Burbank reported a “hobo camp” on the east bank of the Mississippi, west of the Cottage Grove
Wastewater Treatment Plant. This location is close to a railroad line, currently BNSF Railway but formerly
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Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad line (WA-CGC-212). Nothing further is known about this site. No
sites are recorded in the MASD in this area. Two other archaeological sites of unknown type were reported by
Mr. Burbank near the east bank of the river (Figures 1 and 3). These sites are relatively close to MASDreported sites 21WA0008 (mound group) and 21WA0055 (post-Contact homestead). As the nature of the sites
Mr. Burbank is reporting in this area is unknown, it is not certain whether there is any association between his
reported sites and sites 21WA0008 or 21WA0055.
LiDAR Imagery
As noted above, Commonwealth examined LiDAR imagery of the study area in order to identify potential
cultural features (Figure 5). Using a combination of the 1-meter resolution LiDAR Digital Elevation Model
and a hillshade derivative, Commonwealth personnel manually checked the study area for patterns, such as flat
areas, square, round and linear shapes, and features that looked different than the surrounding landscape.
Specifically, abrupt changes in elevation, unusual shapes, and clusters of features were sought. These potential
anomalies were then checked against topographic maps and aerial imagery to eliminate features such as water
and modern buildings and to better identify roads and trails. LiDAR anomalies were identified coincident with
six of the seven archaeological and burial sites in the study area recorded in the MASD, as well as elsewhere
on Lower Grey Cloud Island, including in the vicinity of several mound sites reported by John Burbank. A
field check would be necessary to determine the nature of the anomalies.
Based on their appearance in the LiDAR imagery, most of the 21 anomalies identified at site 21WA0001 and
the 17 anomalies identified at site 21WA0009 have the potential to be extant mounds (Figures 5a and 5c).
Although 21 LiDAR anomalies were identified within the boundary of site 21WA0008, most. if not all, are
likely disturbances related to residential construction or other post-Contact activities (Figure 5b). The nature of
the anomalies identified at sites 21WA0048 and 21WA0055 (both post-Contact sites) and at site 21WAe
(isolated debitage) is unknown (Figures 5d, 5f, 5h). While no LiDAR anomalies were detected within the
boundary of site 21WA0110—a pre-Contact habitation site—anomalies were detected a short distance to the
east (Figure 5e). One of these anomalies is within an area significantly disturbed by gravel mining. The others
are further south and include a line of round features that could be mounds. A field check would be necessary
to determine the nature of these anomalies. John Burbank reported a mound site in this general area.
While no archaeological or burial sites are recorded in the MASD at the northern end of Lower Grey Cloud
Island, Commonwealth identified approximately 14 LiDAR anomalies in this area (Figure 5g). Eleven of these
anomalies are round shapes arranged in two or three linear groupings near the northern shore of the island.
Several more irregular anomalies are located to the west. John Burbank reported three (or possibly four)
mound sites in this part of the island. A field check would be necessary to determine the nature of these
anomalies.
Historic Maps and Aerial Photography
Commonwealth also reviewed historic maps and aerial photographs as part of the cultural resource review.
These resources included:1848 General Land Office (GLO) survey maps (Marsh and Hughes 1848a, 1848b);
land ownership maps from 1901, 1912, 1916, 1938, and 1956 (Figures 6–10) (Hudson Map Company 1938;
Northwest Publishing Company 1901; Thomas O. Nelson Company 1956; W. W. Hixson and Company 1916;
Webb Publishing Company 1912); USGS topographic maps from 1950 through the present (e.g. USGS 1950,
1967a); and aerial photography from 1936/1936 through the present obtained from Minnesota Historical Aerial
Photographs Online (University of Minnesota 2019), USGS Earth Explorer (USGS 2019); and the Nationwide
Environmental Title Research (NETR) Historic Aerials viewer (NETR 2019) (Figures 4, 11–13).
The review of historic maps and aerial photographs documented that the study area was predominantly open
agricultural land through the 1970s. Other than two fields near the Mississippi River and Grey Cloud Channel,
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the only feature mapped within the study area on the GLO maps is a house near the southern shore of Grey
Cloud Island, in the southwest quadrant of Section 31 (Marsh and Hughes 1848a). This may represent the
Joseph R. Brown Trading Post Site (WA-CGC-182). In the first half of the twentieth century, most houses and
other structures in the study area were located to the northeast of the Grey Cloud Lime Kiln (WA-CGC-018)
near Grey Cloud Channel (Figures 6a and 6d) and in the community of Langdon near what is now US
Highway 10/61 (Figures 6b, 7b, 8b, 9b). The remainder of the study area consisted of farm fields and wood
lots with scattered farmsteads. The houses along the Mississippi River bluff in and around site 21WA0008
were not present in 1957 but some had been constructed by 1964 (Figures 12d and 13d). Dense suburban
residential developments abutted the northern limits of the project area and the northeastern side of US
Highway 10/61 by the mid-1960s and had extended into the northern portion of the study area by the early
1990s.
The gravel mining that has significantly altered the landscape of Lower Grey Cloud Island is not apparent on
aerial photographs through the late 1940s (Figure 11f and 11g). At this time, most of the island appears to have
been used for agriculture. Gravel mining at the location of the J. L. Shiely Co. Nelson Plant (WA-CGC-234) is
visible on the 1957 aerial photographs (Figure 12f). As of the 1960s, gravel mining remained confined to the
northwest quadrant of the island (USGS 1967a, 1967b) but had expanded to the center of the island by the late
1970s (NETR 2019). Since that time, a significant portion of the island has been disturbed by gravel mining
and, as seen in modern aerial imagery and LiDAR imagery, large, flooded depressions are now present
(Figures 4 and 5).
The two railroad lines that cross the study area, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway line (WA-CGC212) (labeled “Chicago Burlington Northern” on the 1901 plat map) and the Chicago Milwaukee St. Paul
Railroad line to the northeast appear on all maps and aerial photographs examined, following the same
alignments as at present. A road following the route of Trunk Hwy 61 (XX-ROD-009) was present as of 1901
(Northwest Publishing Company 1901). This would not become US Highway 61 until the US Numbered
Highway System was implemented in the 1920s. The route became a divided highway in the 1950s (Figure
12). Grey Cloud Lime Kiln (WA-CGC-018) is visible on historic aerial photographs (Figures 11e, 12e, 13e)
but is not depicted on any of the maps examined. The 3M Cottage Grove Center—the industrial facility that
overlaps the southeast corner of the study area, east of the Cottage Grove Wastewater Treatment Plant, is not
seen on the 1936/1937 aerial photography (Figure 11d) but was under construction by 1947 (USGS 2019). The
wastewater treatment plant was constructed in the 1960s (NETR 2019).
An “Airway Beacon” is mapped on Lower Grey Cloud Island on topographic maps from 1950–1959, but not
the 1967 topographic map. This location was a short distance south of site 21WAe. The beacon tower is clearly
visible on a 1947 aerial photograph (USGS 2019). The accompanying arrow is visible as a less-distinct linear
feature. The beacon does not appear to have been present in 1936/1937 (Figure 11g). The tower appears to
have been removed by 1966, although a remnant of the arrow may have remained (USGS 2019). This location
is within what is now the heavily disturbed gravel mining depression and no remnant of the beacon could
remain (Figure 4g).
Summary and Conclusions
Based on the results of the high-level cultural resources review for the East-West Local Roads Project study
area in Cottage Grove, Minnesota, seven archaeological or burial sites, 43 above-ground
architectural/historic or other historic resources, two areas not reported as sites but where burial mounds may
exist, and three other possible site locations are located within the Project study area (Figures 1–5). One
archaeological site, 21WA0001 (Schilling Archaeological District), located on the downstream point of Grey
Cloud Island, has been listed in the NRHP (#78001569). One historic structure, Grey Cloud Lime Kiln (WACGC-018, located along Grey Cloud Channel, has also been listed in the NRHP (#78001568).
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Three of the archaeological sites, 21WA0001, 21WA0008, 21WA0009, are reported to have burial mounds.
LiDAR imagery suggests some mounds may remain at sites 21WA0001 and 21WA0009. It is less likely
extant mounds remain at site 21WA0008, but the existence of human burials in this location cannot be ruled
out. LiDAR imagery also suggests mounds may be present on the north side of Lower Grey Cloud island, in
the vicinity of several mound sites reported by John Burbank, and possibly along the south shore of the
island, east of site 21WA0110. These locations do not correspond to a site currently reported in the MASD.
Field checks would be necessary to determine if any burial mounds remain in any of the above locations, and
to determine the presence and nature of the “hobo camp” and two undefined sites reported by Mr. Burbank.
Based on these results, Commonwealth recommends that the Project should seek to avoid impacts to all
prehistoric mound groups or suspected mound group sites in the study area as well as those sites and
structures listed in the NRPHP (21WA0001 and WA-CGC-018). Avoidance of these resources early in the
planning process will not only provide protection to the sites but may also prevent project delays.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me directly at 414-446-4121 x 111 or
612-246-0509, or electronically at rjones@chg-inc.com.

Sincerely,

Rhiannon Jones, M.A., RPA
Principal Investigator

